INTRODUCTION
Facial gesture and expression analysis is a very important task in different fields ranging fonn behavioral science to human-computer interaction. In recent years computer vision systems have been proposed to automate this task to some extent (for a survey, see [16, 9] ).
Several techniques can classifY images or sequences as belonging to one of a number of typical facial expressions representing some emotional state such as joy, sadness, anger and so on. To achieve this classification a variety of classifiers and facial motion features have been used. For example, optical flow is computed in [15, 21, 7, 4 ] from the image sequence and then used to detect the presence of expressions. Other techniques are based on facial motion features derived from flexible shapes [14] , local parameterized models [2J, active appearance models [6] , tracking of pupils [J OJ or other feature points.
Other techni q ues are able to estimate facial motion features in tenns of F ACS [8] action units (AU). For example the work reported in [1, 12, 10, 13, 19] is an attempt to estimate one or more AUs activated separately or together.
These techniques, to achieve useful results, usually require that sequences are acquired under particular conditions. An 0-7803-8578-0/04/$20.00 ©2004 IEEE
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Boston, MA, USA interesting comparison of facial motion feature extraction techniques used for detection of AUs is reported in [5] .
To our knowledge only the techniques proposed in [10, 13] can work on sequences representing facial expressions under general conditions; however in [10] the use of an infrared camera with an infrared LED is required and in [13] a lot of user intervention for the initialization of the system is needed.
The technique we propose is able to continuously extract facial motion features from generic low resolution (320x240) video sequences in a fully automatic fashion. Moreover, its low computational load allows for real-time operation (about 15 Hz) on a standard PC equipped with a USB camera. The only assumption is that the first frame of the sequence to analyze is a frontal view with a neutral facial expression.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the technique for 3D head tracking. Section 3 describes the proposed approach for facial motion feature extraction. Section 4 describes the experimental evaluation. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
n. HEAD TRACKING
To cope with head motion in the image sequence some sort of head tracking or image stabilization is needed. For example in [3] a 3D wireframe model of the face is employed. The user interactively selects facial features such as eye comers or mouth comers; once the model is fitted the tracking is performed as in [18] . Similarly in [7J a detailed 3D model of the face is used. In [13] head tracking is achieved using a cylindrical model [20] and user interaction is limited to marking several feature points in the first frame of the image sequence. In other cases a simple planar tracker [2] is used to cope with small in plane and out of plane rotation of the head.
In the proposed system, to stabilize the input sequence, we used a tracker based on registration of a texture-mapped cylindrical model [11] . We chose this tracker among others as it is able to stabilize the head in the presence of in plane and out plane rotation. Moreover, the tracker is completely automatic and runs in real time on a PC. The head is modeled as a texture mapped cylinder and tracking is fonnulated as an image registration problem in the cylinder's texture map image (Fig. 1) . Incoming image frames I are mapped onto the cylinder texture map, according to the current 3D position and orientation of the cylinder a=[x y z a � yf. We can write the texture image T corresponding to the image frame I as T=r(I, a) where f(l, a) is the function mapping an image [ on the texture plane through a cylinder with position and orientation parameters a. T is then registered to the texture map To corresponding to the initial frame IG and to the initial parameter ao of the model. To solve the registration problem, the residual error of registration R=T-To (Fig. 2 ) is modeled as a linear combination of head motion templates bi. Head motion te mplates bl are computed at the first frame of the sequence as the residual error of registration corresponding to small displacements ni of the model along the six degrees of freedom: bFT o-r(lo, aO-ni). (Fig. 9(a) ). Finally the increment in the cylinder parameters can be written as Aa=N. x where
. Note that, in the above formulation, the texture images T, To, R, and the templates bi are represented as column vectors containing the pixels in raster scan order ..
The complete formulation of the tracker also includes
lighting correction via illumination templates and a regularization term. For further details see [11].
III. FACIAL GESTURE EXTRACTION
To achieve automatic, user-independent and real-time detection of facial gestures, we extended the formulation of the head tracker in [11] . In what follows two different extensions of the head tracker are presented. A comparison of results obtained is then reported. The system is tested in detecting two types of facial gestures: "mouth opening" and "eyebrows raising."
A. Integrated tracking and analysis
As described above, the head tracker uses the registration error resulting from head motion to obtain an estimate of the head's rigid motion (3D position and orientation). We could also use the registration error resulting from the mouth opening, or eyebrows raising to detect such facial gestures.
To extend the formulation it is sufficient to add a series of facial expression templates corresponding to different magnitudes of these gestures. Templates can be computed off line from a set of registered texture maps using for example PCA [5] or, similarly, Gaussian blurring the texture maps corresponding to different magnitudes of a typical instance of the expression (Fig. 4) after subtracting the average image.
Examples of the templates for the "eyebrows raising" gesture, computed via PCA and via Gaussian blurring are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. This approach is extremely fast as it only adds a few multiplications to ,the basic head tracker formulation. The extended formulation is straightforward. We can consider the eyebrows raising templates of Fig. 6 as vectors e., e2, e3, and e4, and the similarly computed mouth opening template as Unfortunately, while the results were consistently good for sequences showing a very small head motion, results were not satisfactory fo r sequences where head motion and facial gestures occur at the same time, This is easily explained by the strong coupling that exists between the head motion templates and facial motion templates. This coupling makes the matrix MTWTWM very close to singular and can lead to instability in tracking. In what follows a variant of the algorithm is presented that can overcome this problem.
B. Expression analysis in texture maps
To decouple the system we analyze the residual error in two separate steps. During the first step the residual R is modeled in terms of the head motion templates B and the new value of the cylinder's parameter vector a + is estimated as in Section 2. In the second step the incoming image I is registered according to the estimated parameter a + and the new residual R + = r(l, a 'J-To is modeled in terms of the facial motion templates T m and T •.
Again, the approximation W(Rl·,;(T m Xm + Te xe) is assumed to be valid. Solving by least squares we obtain [xm
Another advantage of this approach is that it is possible to avoid the disturbance deriving fr om the residual error in regions of the texture map other than the eyes and mouth. Our experiments confirm that using a mask W as shown in Fig.   9 (b) instead of the one in Fig. 9 Finally, we note that this approach to decoupling the facial motion estimation can be exploited further. For example, it would be straightforward to subdivide the residual error registration into two steps, one using a mask that includes only the region around the eyes and the other only the region around the mouth. A similar approach has been used in [17] to improve face recognition.
IV. EXPERlMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed techniques we collected 50 sequences representing six subjects performing different fa cial gestures and head movements. Sequences were captured with a low-cost USB webcam at 15 ips and 320x240 resolution .
The sequence durations range from 50 to 300 frames (about 3 to 20 secs.).
The sequences include "mouth opening" and "eyebrows raising" gestures with different amounts of head motion (translations, as well as in plane and out of plane rotations). We considered three kinds of sequences: A) sequences with very small head motion, B) sequences with significant head motion and facial gestures occurring while head is almost steady, C) sequences with significant head motion and facial gestures occurring simultaneously. Tables 1 and 2 report the gesture detection results for these test sets. A facial gesture was considered detected whenever the magnitude of Xm or Xe exceeded a fixed threshold that was the same for all sequences. As can be seen, the two step texture map analysis algorithm achieved consistently better detection of the gestures tested. The improved performance is particularly pronounced for the most challenging sequences C) that show facial gestures occurring simultaneously with significant head motion. Testing on a challenging dataset shows that the approach provides a level of accuracy that is acceptable for many applications.
Nevertheless, our technique can still be extended or improved on several fronts. For example we believe that a larger set of facial motion features could be extracted by simply using a larger set of facial gesture templates. Moreover these facial motion features should be related to F ACS AUs.
In the future we also plan to extend the formulation to a two camera system to improve the performance of the tracker.
